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Las Vegas Sands Corp.  ( NYSE: LVS ) shares dropped sharply in today’s trading after the
casino operator said in its annual report that it received a subpoena from the U.S. SEC.

Las Vegas Sands said that the SEC requested the

   company to produce documents relating to its compliance with the Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act. The company is under investigation over its compliance with anti-bribery laws in its
operations in Macau. Las Vegas Sands is also facing similar probe from the Justice
Department. 

Las Vegas Sands, which has been looking Eastwards to diversify, has substantial operations in
Macau. The company generates significant revenue from its Macau operations.

Commenting on the investigations, Ron Reese, a spokesman for Las Vegas Sands, said that
the investigations are fact-finding inquiries.

Analysts expect the investigations to impact Las Vegas Sands shares negatively. However, they
believe that the company’s operations in Macau and the U.S. would not be hurt substantially.

The reports of the investigation pushed Las Vegas Sands shares lower in today’s trading. The
stock reached a low of $42.81 in today’s trading and ended the day 6.30% lower at $43.70.

Las Vegas Sands  shares have a 52-week range of $16.78-$55.47. The stock is currently
trading below its 50-day and 200-day moving averages. Year-to-date, Las Vegas Sands shares
fell 4.9%.

Las Vegas Sands  is the owners and operator of casino properties in Las Vegas, Macau and
Singapore.

For the fourth quarter of 2010, Las Vegas Sands reported adjusted property EBITDA of $738.9
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http://boardcentral.com/boards/lvs
http://www.lasvegassands.com/
http://www.microstockprofit.com/
http://www.microstockprofit.com/
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million, representing an increase of 141.3% over the same period in 2009. The company
reported record fourth-quarter net revenue of $2.02 billion. The company’s Macau operations
posted a 35.7% increase in adjusted property EBITDA to $341.2 million. For full year 2010, the
company’s adjusted property EBITDA climbed 105.2% to a record $2.23 billion.

    -  Want buy and sell signals? Premium newsletter, 15% off annual subscription – sign up
today!
    -  Need fast service and cheap rates from a broker? Click here  to see my favorite place to
trade LVS
    -  Want more? Check out the message board buzz  for LVS
    -  See which newsletters are recommending this stock pick
    -  Get breaking  news alerts  on this stock:  http://thestockmarketwatch.com/
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http://www.pennystocklive.com/join-premium-membership/
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About BeaconEquity.com

BeaconEquity.com is committed to producing the highest-quality insight and analysis of small
cap stocks
, emerging technology stocks,
hot penny stocks
and helping investors make informed decisions. Our focus is primarily 
OTC stocks
in the 
stock market today
, which have traditionally been shunned by Wall Street. We have particular expertise with
renewable energy stocks, 
biotech stocks
, oil stocks, green energy stocks and internet stocks. There are many hot penny stock
opportunities present in the OTC market everyday and we seek to exploit these hot stock gains
for our members before the average daytrader is aware of them.

Beacon Equity Group Disclaimer

This newsletter is a paid advertisement and is neither an offer nor recommendation to buy or
sell any security. We hold no investment licenses and are thus neither licensed nor qualified to
provide investment advice. The content in this report or email is not provided to any individual
with a view toward their individual circumstances. Beaconequity.com is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of BlueWave Advisors.
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While all information is believed to be reliable, it is not guaranteed by us to be accurate.
Individuals should assume that all information contained in our newsletter is not trustworthy
unless verified by their own independent research. Also, because events and circumstances
frequently do not occur as expected, there will likely be differences between the any predictions
and actual results. Always consult a real licensed investment professional before making any
investment decision. Be extremely careful, investing in securities carries a high degree of risk;
you may likely lose some or all of the investment.
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